Fiberglass Water Bike
Fiberglass water bike is a major type of water bike in the world today. We can use these
materials to generate water pedal bikes and other types of water bikes. Glass fiber is an
inorganic non-metallic material with excellent performance, as is known to us. It has the
advantages of good insulation, good heat resistance, good corrosion resistance, and high
mechanical strength. Fiberglass bicycles on the water are ideal tools for parks, lakes,
reservoirs and water recreation. Our water-pedal bicycle’s glass fiber is of high strength, light
weight, corrosion resistant, and even not afraid of sunlight and rain. Our wate bikes are
colorful, beautiful and can be designed by your respected company.
We have been producing water
bike for more than 6 years.
Because of the long experience
we

have

gained

through

producing and selling water pedal
bike, we do understand what
most of our clients overseas are
cared about. Before our clients
place their order to us, they will
first think about 3 main factors:
prices of water biking, designs of
water pedal bike and qualities of
water biking . Thus, our plant has
improved all the details of generating bicycle for water to keep it at good performance. And
our design department has adjusted our design according to the most fashion factors, which
can satisfy most of our clients.
Tourists of any age can drive our fiberglass water bikes by themselves, which makes it for all
the purchasers to maintain them. The operation of our fiberglass water biking is very simple.
It won’t cost any manpower, which makes our fiberglass water bike become the best choice of
most of our clients. If you want to develop a fabulous membership with your dear families and
best friends, it would be a wise choice for you to ride our fiberglass water bike. During the
time of riding our fiberglass water bike on water, you can relish your holiday and enjoy the
leisure time better. What’s more, our fiberglass water bike has become a safe and healthy way
of water sports now.
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Specification of Ulike Fiberglass Water Bike

Type No.: UL-8800

Type no.: UL-8811

Type no.: UL-8833

Hull material: Fiberglass

Hull material: Fiberglass

Hull material: Fiberglass

Weight: 120kg

Weight: 140kg

Weight: 140kg

Size: 3.8*1.6*0.38meter

Size: 3.8*1.8*0.38meter

Size: 3.5*1.65*1meter

Loading Capacity: 1 people

Loading Capacity: 2people

Loading Capacity: 2people

Speed: 8-12 km/h

Speed: 8-12 km/h

Speed: 8-12 km/h

Color:can be customized

Color:can be customized

Color:can be customized

Packing: plywood per piece

Packing: plywood per piece

Packing: plywood per piece
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